
From Drowning to Driven
 

Learn To Do More, By Doing Less and Becoming a Delegating Master
 

Contact Firm Focus for more information, including scheduling and pricing.
Sarah Tetlow Speaker Kit: www.firm-focus.com/speaker-kit

sarah@firm-focus.com | www.firm-focus.com | 925-808-9995

Identify why you struggle with delegating to others and what to do about it.
Learn why delegation is essential for professional and personal growth.
Gain confidence that delegation can be easy and pay dividends in return.
Feel inspired and motivated to plan ahead, get organized, and trust others to succeed. 
Get more done and exceed your own expectations.

Also available for a 20-30 Minute “TED Talk-Style” program. 
In time-permitting workshops, attendees will have the opportunity to work independently or in a group to identify opportunities to delegate and
apply the techniques to their current workload.

Are you wondering how accomplished business owners effortlessly manage their tasks and responsibilities? Have you ever
felt they possess a hidden time-bending ability, granting them more hours in a day? In reality, they are just like you, with
the same twenty-four hours in a day.

Discover the transformative truth: successful individuals master the art of delegation, a skill that propels them from
drowning to driven. Overcoming the initial hesitations around delegation, these achievers have harnessed the power of
doing less to achieve more.

Now, it's your turn to unveil your personal superpower. 

Dive into the core of productivity with the 5D's principle of Delegation. You and the other participants will unlock the key
to your professional growth acceleration. You will gain insights into working smarter, not harder, by mastering two
powerful delegation techniques: delegation collaboration and implementing cutting-edge technological automation.

Reveal your unique potential by identifying, investing in, and executing the perfect delegation strategies tailored to your
work environment. Embrace the journey alongside accomplished peers who have realized that becoming a delegation
master isn't just a skill – it's a necessity.

Are you prepared to transform your approach, accomplish more by doing less, and ascend to the realm of delegation
mastery? Your journey begins here.

Takeaways:
After the presentation, you and the other participants will:

Presentation Topic Overview: Effective delegation strategies via technology automation and delegation collaboration.

Best for: Busy professionals who struggle to keep up with it all and want to find opportunities to do less in order to get
more done. Ideally, these busy professionals already have team members or assistants they can delegate to; however,
that is not a requirement.

Recommended Length: 90 minutes - 3 hours.  
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